
Editors Note 

The biannual International Symposia on Functionally Graded Materials, 
FGM'90 to FGM'98, have been cornerstones in a substantial number of national 
and international conferences and workshops related to the concept of FGMs and 
its application to advanced technical systems. FGM '98 in Dresden was the latest 
in the sequence of these successful symposia being held in Sendai 1990, in San 
Francisco 1992, in Lausanne 1994 and in Tsukuba 1996. 

More than 250 participants from 25 countries joined FGM'98 enjoying a 
wealth of information and discussions stimulated by 103 oral presentations, 125 
poster presentations and a one-day workshop on modelling. The first technical 
paper of this book gives a brief technical resume of the symposium. 

The papers of these proceedings include the vast majority of the 
presentations made at the symposium. It is obvious that the number and the share 
of papers, describing potential and actual commercial applications, has increased 
substantially during the last few years. This is reflected in these proceedings by 
separate chapters on Biomedical Systems, Thermal Barriers, Graded Abrasive 
Tools, Functional Components and Components for Energy Conversion. 
Successful applications are unambiguously coupled to successful processing and 
reliable characterization. The 51 papers on processing are arranged into chapters 
on Reactive Processing, Non-reactive Bulk Processing and Processing of Layers. 
Measurement Methods and Characterization contains the papers treating these 
issues specifically. In addition, many contributions arranged in the application or 
processing chapters include major paragraphs on testing and measurement. Same 
holds true for modelling, which is a mandatory tool for designing appropriate 
system solutions by FGM. Future capabilities in modelling, computer aided 
engineering and simulation may well determine the pace of establishing FGMs 
in commercial applications. The importance of modelling is attributed to in two 
chapters, Modelling - Stress in FGM Coatings and Joints, and Modelling -
Design, Sintering and Properties of Bulks. 

The papers of the proceedings have been revised by the authors after being 
refereed by the members of an international referee group assisting the members 
of the Program Committee. The efforts of authors and referees to allow timely 
printing of the Proceedings is acknowledged. 
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